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0.

Introduction

1.

Object, information and data systems
-

objects, attributes and relations
systems and system hierarchies
- information and data
- models and information systems
design of data systems
2.

Computerized data systems
- requirements to computerized data systems
- types of computerized data systems

3.

System analysis and design
- life cycle for systems
- strategies for analysis and design
- different approaches to analysis and design

IK

Systemeering (the Scandinavian approach)

W
- mixed strategy approach
- phases in systemeering
- graph and table description
computerized support
5.

Object system analysis
-

system delimitation and goal analysis
system structure analysis
quantitative analysis
- specification of requirements to information sub-system
object systems graphs and object system tables
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6.

Information analysis
- precedence analysis
composition analysis
- process analysis
quantitative analysis
- identification of and requirements to data systems to be designed
- information flov graphs and information system tables

7.

Data system design
- design of data structures
design of program structures
- specification of data systems to be computerized
- data and program structure graphs and data system tables

8.

Design of computerized data systems
- specifying files and data bases
- preparing program
- specification of computer requirements and implementation procedures
- computerized data systems graphs and tables

9.

Concluding remarks
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1.

Statistics
-

2.

Users of statistics
-

3.

the present international statistical system
needs for further development

users as decision-makers
use of knowledge in decision-making
statistics as part of knowledge

Users' requirements to statistical information
conceptual consistency
practical .relevance
economical and technical accessability
- reliability
- actuality

1+.

Model for the international statistical system
-

5.

objects
statist
statistical producers
statistical users
relations between objects, producers and users

Sub-model of objects
objects and attributes
people
activities
- mobile objects
- immobile objects
object and attribute relations

6.

Sub-model of statistical producers
-

data investment, data capital, statistical production and services
hierarchy and specialization of producers
national producers
international producers
relations between producers
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7.

Sub-model by users of statistical services
-
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8.

users on the international decision level
users on the national decision level
users on the provincial decision level
users on the corporate/organization decision level
users on the personal decision level
relations between users
'

''
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Implementation requirements
- . continuous dialogue between users and producers
standardization of conceptual systems
- standardization of production processes
- co-ordination of data production
; _ co-ordination of the statistical services

9.

Implementation aspects
data capture
- data transformation
- data organization and preservation
data transport

10.

Implementation components
.;

-

11.

/..'-

statisticians and technicians
electronic and data processing equipment
telecommunication networks
software components

Need for co-operation and mutual support in the statistical community

.

- maintain and extend activities in- -3H*eset& organizations for co-operation
obtain recognition of the future importance of statistics from political
authorities
- develop, discuss and approve plans for future development
- share experience and resources in implementation of plans
extend the exchange of statistical data
- contributions from the People's Republic of China
- role of the U.N. Statistical Office

